Cellular pharmacology of cis and trans pairs of platinum complexes in cisplatin-sensitive and -resistant human ovarian carcinoma cells.
The cellular pharmacology of two pairs of cis and trans platinum complexes has been studied in three human ovarian carcinoma cell lines, a parental relatively cisplatin-sensitive line (CH1), a subline possessing acquired cisplatin resistance (3-fold; CH1cisR) and an intrinsically cisplatin resistant line (13-fold; SKOV-3). Growth inhibition studies showed that both JM335 [trans ammine (cyclohexylaminedichloro dihydroxo) platinum(IV)] and its platinum(II) dichloro homolog JM334 were relatively less cross-resistant against both acquired and intrinsic cisplatin resistant cells. In contrast, resistance circumvention was not apparent in these cell lines with their cis isomeric counterparts (JM149 for JM335 and JM118 for JM334). The trans compound JM335 was more potent than its cis isomer against all three cell lines. There was no clear correlation between intracellular accumulation following 2 h exposure to each compound and resulting DNA platination or growth inhibition. The selective activity of the trans platinum complexes against the SKOV-3 cell line correlated with a deficiency in the repair of adducts within a fragment of the N-ras gene induced by trans compounds whereas adducts induced by the cis counterparts, and cisplatin, were repaired. The CH 1 parental line appeared repair deficient at the gene-specific level to adducts induced by both cis (including cisplatin) and trans compounds. Resistance in CH1cisR was associated with a lack of gene-specific repair of lesions formed by JM118 and JM149. All four compounds induced apoptosis in all three cell lines, as measured by fluorescent microscopy and field inverted gel electrophoresis, although the kinetics of apoptosis was markedly faster for the trans versus cis compounds. In summary, the trans platinum complexes JM335 and JM334 possess unique cellular properties compared to their cis counterparts particularly with respect to gene specific repair of DNA adducts and the rate of induction of apoptosis.